Synergy CONTROL is an application that gives administrators full control of all video conferences – whether they are ad-hoc or scheduled. Its unique search function provides an instant overview when immediate assistance is required, and the command functions let the administrator take action using a variety of command functions. In total, this ensure seamless video meetings and more efficient work-flows in the organization.

Synergy CONTROL is perfect for any type of organization and its clean and intuitive user interface allows anyone to learn its basic in no time.

**Benefits to Users:**

- Video meetings start on-time every time
- Confidence
- Adoption

**Benefits to Administrator:**

- Control is power
- Less ad-hoc interruptions
- Video network insight
- Resource utilization overview

**Key Features**

- Complete overview of scheduled and ad-hoc meetings
- Connect/Disconnect participants
- Mute/Unmute participants
- Cisco People Count
- Create a list of “favorite conferences”

**Key Insights**

- Packet loss
- Jitter
- Bandwidth

**Supported Technologies**

- Cisco CMS (including clustered conferences)
- Cisco Smart Room
- Pexip Infinity
FEATURES

View all active conferences
Monitor both ad-hoc and scheduled on Pexip Infinity and Cisco CMS multi-conference units

View inactive pre-scheduled conferences
This feature is available with Synergy JOIN integration

Search for conferences
Find both scheduled and ad-hoc conferences with conference name, participant name, email or conference date

Create a list of “favorite” conferences
Executives require their meetings to run flawlessly. Prioritize conferences by importance.

Add participants
Add participants to meeting by using URL, or by email invite* for scheduled conferences

Connect/disconnect and mute/unmute participants
By using simple command functions

View total number of participants attending the conference
Works only if the end point has people-counter technology

Conference locking
Close conference whenever needed

*requires Synergy JOIN

Synergy CONTROL + Synergy JOIN = Successful meetings from A to Z
Control all video meetings – both scheduled and ad-hoc - in one application. Used together, it forms a powerful tool for seamless meetings.